OL Connect 2020.2

Using JSON in the DataMapper
JSON is everywhere. The data format is almost iden�cal to XML, but it is less verbose and therefore more suited
for HTTP communica�ons. Yet if you want to extract data from it, you always have to convert it to XML ﬁrst
because the DataMapper doesn't know how to handle JSON na�vely. Un�l Version 2020.2, that is...

The JSON format
JSON is just a text representa�on of data as key/value pairs, just like XML is. But since it doesn't require end-tags
as XML does, it requires less memory and has therefore become the format of choice for exchanging data
between systems via the web, where sending large packets of informa�on can impact overall performance of a
system.
With HTTP communica�ons quickly becoming one of the most popular methods for sending data to Connect,
the DataMapper needed to have the ability to parse the content of JSON ﬁles without you having to convert the
ﬁle to XML ﬁrst through some external process (usually, using Workﬂow's XML/JSON conversion task). That
meant each �me you received a new JSON ﬁle, you had to go through the conversion process before you could
import the XML ﬁle into the DataMapper in order to start designing your DM Conﬁg.
And then there was 2020.2...
With Version 2020.2, JSON is treated as another form of XML. In other words, you are s�ll designing an XML data
mapping conﬁg, but using JSON as the source data instead of an actual XML ﬁle. The DataMapper internally
converts the JSON ﬁle to XML and presents you with the same User Interface as the one displayed with XML
ﬁles.
So the ﬁrst step is to create a new XML data mapping conﬁg:
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In the ﬁle type drop-down list, select the new JSON op�on:
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The ﬁle gets converted on the ﬂy and is displayed as if it were a na�ve XML ﬁle. Here is what it looks like in the
DataMapper UI:

Converted JSON file

Compare that with the original JSON ﬁle:
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Original JSON file

You'll no�ce there are some diﬀerences between the two displays. That's because even though JSON and XML
are very similar, they are not strictly iden�cal and can therefore not be converted exactly as is. For instance,
JSON doesn't require named arrays or objects, whereas XML does.
The conversion process takes care of genera�ng valid XML out of the JSON by inser�ng appropriate, generic tag
names whenever they're not provided in the JSON ﬁle. So just like with any other data format, as long as the
JSON ﬁle's hierarchical structure doesn't change, the conversion process will always produce the same results,
allowing you to re-use the same DM conﬁg for other JSON ﬁles of the same type.
Note: at the �me of this wri�ng, the JSON conversion feature was s�ll being tested and tweaked so the
results you see with the Beta or with the Oﬃcial release of 2020.2 may be slightly diﬀerent.
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A familiar environment
One advantage of having the JSON ﬁle automa�cally converted to XML is that it allows you to work in an
environment you're familiar with. You work with JSON just like you do with XML. And that includes the use of
the XPATH language, which allows you to perform tasks that would otherwise be diﬃcult with a pure JSON ﬁle.
For instance, in the following example, a Repeat step has been created to loop on all invoice line items whose
Shipped value is greater than one, skipping the others. This is achieved through the use of the XPATH ﬁltering
command ./item/Products/item[./Shipped>1]:

Using XPATH in this manner makes it far easier to ﬁlter out elements than having to go through the en�re
list and inser�ng condi�ons to see if elements meet certain criteria.
Future improvements
This feature is only the beginning for suppor�ng JSON inside the DataMapper. Our R&D teams are already
working on the next steps, which will allow for na�ve support without any conversion. Since we s�ll want to
beneﬁt from the XPATH syntax, we are looking into implemen ng JSONPath, which is a trimmed-down
version of XPATH. But whatever we do, we will s ll keep the current implementa on because of its ease of
use and XPATH support.
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